
 
 
 
 

Questions for Wednesday, October 9th 
Set by: Roger Springthorpe 

 
  

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not 
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom 
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics 
are purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for 
“Theodore Roosevelt”), you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

  



Individual Round 1 All answers contain a van man – a man whose name is Van 
 
 

1. “Brown Eyed Girl” was the first solo single for which knighted singer? Van Morrison 

2. The first record associated with a TV programme to sell a million singles in the UK was the 
theme to which programme? 

Van der Valk (Eye level by the 
Simon Park Orchestra) 

3. Which colonial governor of the Dutch East Indies commissioned the fleet of Abel Tasman to 
explore around Southern Australia?  

Anthony Van Dieman 

4. Which scientist gave his name to an electrostatic generator using a moving belt to 
accumulate heavy electric charge in a metal globe? 

Robert J. Van der Graaf 

5. Who played farmer Joe Sharret opposite Alan Ladd’s title character in the 1953 Western 
“Shane”? 

Van Heflin 

6. Which darts player won the PDC World Championship in 2014, 2017 and 2019 and in the 
process became youngest champion ever? 

Michael Van Gerwen 

7. Which ex-Manchester United player is Holland’s second most capped footballer and chief 
executive at Ajax? 

Edwin Van der Sar 

8. Edward van Sloane, Laurence Olivier, Hugh Jackman, Anthony Hopkins and Mel Brooks 
have all played which scientist and doctor on screen? 

Van Helsing 

9. In the TV series Hi-de-Hi who painted the picture of “The fallen Madonna with the big 
boobies”? 

Van Klomp 

10. Which American Scientist gave his name to a field of electromagnetic particles caused by 
solar winds? 

James Van Allen 

 



Team Round 2 
1. Phobias What are these phobias an Obsessive fear of? 

a) Odontophobia? Teeth (accept dentists, 
toothache) 

b) Androphobia? Men 

c) Thalassaphobia? The Sea 

2. Cereals  
a) Which cereal company is based at Burton Latimer in Northamptonshire? Weetabix 

b) Who first appeared on some Kellogg’s cartons in 1958? Tony the Tiger 

c) A kilt-wearing shot-putter can be seen on packets of what brand of cereal? Scott’s Porage Oats 

3. Religion  
a) What does the word “Islam” mean when translated into English? Accept Surrender or Submission 

b) Which symbol is sacred to the Jain religion, where it means “well-being”, although is much 
detested in the rest of the world?  

Swastika 

c) What is the female equivalent of a bar mitzvah? Bat Mitzvah 

4. Space exploration  
a) Which was the first space probe to send back close up pictures of Neptune? Voyager 2 

b) In terms of space exploration what are titled “Spirit” and “Opportunity”? Mars Exploration Vehicles 
[WTTE] 

c) Which were the first NAMED animals to be sent into space orbit and return successfully 
alive? 

Dogs (Belka and Strelka – there were 

un-named rabbits, mice, etc. on the flight) 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 
5. Serials  

a) “The Devil’s Gallop” by Charles Williams was the theme tune for which radio serial? Dick Barton 

b) Who played the title role in the 1914 serial “The Perils of Pauline”? Pearl White 

c) Which ruthless ruler was the chief enemy of Flash Gordon in the Serials? Ming (Emperor Ming the 
Merciless) 

6. Islands  
a) Name both of the boroughs of New York which are on Long Island? Queens, Brooklyn (Both required) 

b) What is the capital of Crete? Heraklion 

c) Which is the biggest island off the Pacific coast of the Americas? Vancouver 

7. The Law  
a) Which legal term comes from the wooden rail traditionally placed at the feet of a judge? The Bar 

b) The agreement of how many jurors is required to bring in a majority verdict in a Scottish 
criminal court? 

Eight 

c) In common law, what term, from Old Norman via Old French, refers to personal belongings 
or possessions that can be moved from place to place? 

Chattel 

8. Blacksmiths  
a) In 1830, which first example of a type of weapon that became world famous was forged by 

James Black at his Arkansas forge?  
Bowie Knife 

b) According to the poem by Longfellow where does the Village Blacksmith stand? Under the Spreading Chestnut 
Tree 

c) In which of Dickens’ books is Joe Gargary the village blacksmith? Great Expectations 



Individual Round 3 Teddy boys – all the answers contain Ted 
 
 

1. Who was the camp host and comedian at Maplins played by Paul Shane in Hi-de-Hi? Ted Bovis 

2. Which British big band leader had the same name as a Prime Minister? Ted Heath 

3. Which entrepreneur and philanthropist was the founder of CNN? Ted Turner 

4. Which comedian made his only appearance in the Carry On series of films playing the 
headmaster in “Carry on Teacher”? 

Ted Ray 

5. Which husband and wife team finished second for the UK in the Eurovision song contest in 
1959 with “Sing Little Birdie”? 

Pearl Carr and Teddy Johnson 

6. Who entered the American Senate in 1962 taking up a seat vacated by his brother and 
stopping for 47 years? 

Teddy Kennedy 

7. Who led the celebrated charge up San Juan Hill in Cuba in 1898? Teddy (Theodore) Roosevelt 

8. Who was the host of the Saturday evening game show 3-2-1? Ted Rogers 

9. Which writer, who was eventually made a peer, wrote the screenplay for “The Blue Lamp” 
and created the TV series “Dixon of Dock Green”?  

Ted Willis 

10. Which England cricketer and Test captain was born in Milan? Ted Dexter 

 



Team Round 4 
1. Olympics rules   

a) In which Olympics event is the lightest competitor awarded the medal if there is a tie? Weightlifting 

b) In which Olympic event are female contestants specifically banned from wearing an 
underwire bra? 

Wrestling 

c) In which throwing event in Olympics athletics are athletes allowed to wear a glove? The Hammer 

2. Traditional games  
a) In which traditional game do you get aggies, ducks, shooters and edgies? Marbles 

b) How many target pieces are stood up in the traditional game of Devil Among the Tailors? Nine 

c) As well as a small piece of wood, which items are used for the traditional gambling game of 
Two Up? 

Coins 

3. Film dynasties  
a) A member of which famous film family starred in “The Addams Family”? Huston (Angelica) 

b) A member of which famous film family played the villainous Max in the original Tom Cruise 
Mission Impossible film? 

Redgrave (Vanessa) 

c) Which member of a famous film family played the leading character of Willy Mossop in the 
1954 film of “Hobson’s Choice”? 

Mills (John) 

4. Public school old boys  
a) Which public school did Old Wykehamists attend? Winchester 

b) How are old boys of Harrow known? Old Harrovians 

c) Old Burians attended the King Edward VI school in which town? Bury St. Edmonds 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 
5. Boy bands  

a) Which Bee Gees song gave Boyzone their first UK number one single? Words 

b) Who was the next member of Take That to leave after Robbie Williams? Jason Orange 

c) “Beat Again” and “Everybody in love” were both No.1 singles for which group, after finishing 
second to Alexandra Burke on X Factor?  

JLS 

6. World War 1  
a) His name becoming much more famous later for another reason, who was recalled to 

command the German forces in 1914? 
Paul von Hindenburg 

b) By what name is the third Battle of Ypres also known? Passchendaele 

c) Where was the full and final Instrument of Surrender signed in 1918, an earlier outline 
already having been signed in Reims? 

Berlin (Or accept Karlshorst) 

7. Scientific Disputes of Edison  
a) While Edison was laying claim to have invented the first electric light bulb in the USA, who 

was claiming to have done it in England? 
Joseph Swan 

b) With which other European scientist did Edison enter into a “War of Currents”? Nikola Tesla 

c) With which American scientist and entrepreneur did Edison also enter into a “War of 
Currents”?  

George Westinghouse 

8. TV spy series  
a) Which actor was earning £2,000 pounds a week for playing a spy and the highest paid actor 

on TV at that time, when he turned down the chance to play the first film James Bond? 
Patrick McGoohan 

b) Who was the only actor to appear on every episode of the BBC series “Spooks”? Peter Firth 

c) In the TV series, who was head of U.N.C.L.E.? Mr (Alexander) Waverly 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5 Footing the Bill- Every answer contains William or one of its derivatives 
 
 

1. Which British boxing champion struck the gong in the scene shown at the beginning of 
Rank films? 

“Bombardier” Billy Wells 

2. Which opera tells of events on board H.M.S. Indomitable? Billy Budd 
 

3. Which British singer equalled the Beatles record of 24 hits in the 60s, without him ever 
having a number 1 single or album? 

Billy Fury 

4. Which Chancellor of West Germany was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1971? Willy Brandt 

5. In children’s literature whose main rival was named Slugworth? Willy Wonka 

6. Who was the only female member of the so-called “Gang of Four” which founded the 
Social Democratic Party in Britain? 

Shirley Williams 

7. Which entrepreneur was born in South Africa, spent most of his life travelling with the 
family fair, before opening the venture in Lincolnshire that helped lead to his knighthood? 

Billy Butlin 

8. Which knighted ex-England player is the Chair of World Rugby? Bill Beaumont 

9. What is the most common name for the atmospheric ghost light that is also known as jack-
o-lantern, hobby lantern, hinky punk and hobby lantern in parts of the UK? 

Will o’ the Wisp 

10. The Kenneth Branagh film “All Is True”, in which he himself starred, tells of the final years 
of whom? 

William Shakespeare 

 



Team Round 6 
1. Motorway Service Areas On which motorway are these services 

a) Burtonwood M62 

b) Beaconsfield M40 

c) Doncaster North M18 

2. Roman gods and goddesses What were the Roman equivalent of these Greek Deities 
a) Ares Mars 

b) Demeter Ceres 

c) Athena Minerva 

3. Limitations  
a) If you pass your driving theory test, how long do you have to pass your practical test before 

the theory test must be taken again? 
Two years 

b) How long is a UK passport for a child valid for? Five years 

c) How old must somebody be to open a YouTube account? Thirteen 
 

4. Maths  
a) How many degrees are there in total in the internal angles of a regular pentagon? 540 

b) What is the cube root of 4913? 17 

c) What name is given to an angle greater than 180 degrees? Reflex 



Team Round 6 (Continued) 
5. Malta  

a) How many points on a Maltese Cross? Eight 

b) Due to its experiences in World War II, which two words appear on the flag of Malta?  For Gallantry (From the 
inscription on the George Cross) 

c) What names were given to the three Gloster Gladiators which were the only air cover 
against German bombers at the start of world War II? 

Faith, Hope and Charity 

6. That sinking feeling  
a) Which ship struck Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound on May 24, 1989? Exxon Valdez 

b) Which warship, originally commissioned as the USS Phoenix, sank on May 2, 1982? General Belgrano 

c) Which paddle steamer ran aground on rocks in the Farne Islands off Northumbria leading to 
its crew being involved in a famous rescue? 

Forfarshire 

7. Radio  
a) Who labelled himself the “Hairy Cornflake” on Radio 1? Dave Lee Travis 

b) Including the repeats but NOT the omnibus, how many times a week is “The Archers” 
broadcast on Radio 4? 

Twelve 

c) Which was Britain’s first national commercial radio station? Classic FM 

8. Quotations  
a) When asked “What do you think of western civilisation?” who replied he thought it would 

be a good idea? 
Mahatma (Mohandas) Gandhi 

b) What did political broadcaster Austin Mitchell refer to as an “ermine lined dustbin, an 
upbeat geriatric home with a faint smell of urine”? 

The House of Lords 

c) Who said to policemen “I don’t even know which street Canada is on”? Al Capone 



Individual Round 7 All answers contain the word Margaret or derivatives thereof 
 
 

1. In the cartoon series “The Simpsons” who shot Mr Burns? Maggie Simpson 

2. What is the name of the 15th century cannon presented by the Duke of Burgundy which 
stands on Edinburgh Castle?  

Mons Meg 

3. Which novelist wrote “The Handmaid’s Tale” and “The Blind Assassin”? Margaret Atwood 

4. Which actress played the title role in the 1945 film of “The Wicked Lady”? Margaret Lockwood 

5. What name is given to the drilled piece of wood used to note either a player or a team’s 
progress in the card game Cribbage? 

Peg Board 

6. Which female tennis player was the first woman during the Open period to win a Tennis 
Grand Slam? 

Margaret Court 

7. What was the flip side to “Reason to Believe” that gave Rod Stewart his first Number One 
single in 1971? 

Maggie May 

8. Which British theatrical Dame won a Golden Globes award and an Academy Award for her 
portrayal of the Duchess of Brighton in the 1963 film “The V.I.P.s”? 

Margaret Rutherford 

9. What was the name of the female police officer played by Jill Gascoigne in the TV series 
“Cat’s Eyes” and “The Gentle Touch”? 

Maggie Forbes 

10. Which world famous jazz vocalist, born Norma Deloris Egstrom, began her long career as 
vocalist with the Benny Goodman band? 

Peggy Lee 

 



Team Round 8 
1. Anniversaries  

a) Which anniversary of his first appearance in print is Batman celebrating in 2019? 80th. 

b) Fiat cars had a special edition out in 2019 to celebrate how many years of being in business? 120th. 

c) Which anniversary of achieving statehood was Alaska celebrating in 2019? 60th. 

2. Supermarionation  
a) “Stand by for action! We are about to launch Stingray!” What eight words followed these in 

the opening starting titles of the show? 
Anything Can Happen in the Next 
Half Hour (or later) Hour 

b) Ed Bishop played Colonel Straker in which Gerry Anderson TV series? UFO or Gerry Anderson’s UFO 

c) Which organisation used Cloudbase in a Gerry Anderson series? Spectrum  (In Captain Scarlet) 

3. Cocktails Rubric 
a) The cocktail “Death in the afternoon” was invented by which American author? Ernest Hemingway 

b) Which cocktail, invented in Harry’s Bar in Venice, shares its name with a famous Venetian 
artist? 

Bellini 

c) Which cocktail gave its name to a 1973 hit single and a 1988 film? Tequila Sunrise 

4. Cities of Asia In which country of Asia are these major cities? 
a) Jalalabad Afghanistan 

b) Shiraz Iran 

c) Chittagong Bangladesh 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 
5. Record sales  

a) Who was the first artist to have a record that sold one million copies? Enrico Caruso 

b) Which singer has had 41 albums reach the Top 10 on the U.S. Country Album charts, more 
than anyone else? 

Dolly Parton 

c) Which songwriter has performed on most recordings of their work in the history of the UK 
singles charts? 

Paul McCartney 

6. Guards Guards  
a) Which unit of elite soldiers in the Roman Empire served as personal bodyguards of the 

emperors? 
Praetorian Guard 

b) Which unit of the American Army responsible primarily for homeland defense traces its 
history back until 1636? 

National Guard 

c) Which unit of the Guards Division is nicknamed “The Lilywhites”? Coldstream Guards 

7. National animals  
a) Which animal is the national animal of Libya, Luxembourg, Singapore and Morocco among 

others? 
Lion 

b) Which reptile is one of the national animals of India?  King Cobra (prompt on cobra) 

c) Which animal is the national animal of Greenland? Polar Bear 

8. Lonely hearts What do these abbreviations stand for when used in personal columns 
a) OHAC Own House and Car 

b) ALA All Letters Answered 

c) ISO In Search Of 



Beer Round 
Rubric 

1. Families  
a) Who was the first actress to play Eleanor Ewing, the matriarch of the Ewing family, in the TV 

series “Dallas”? 
Barbra Bel Geddes 

b) To which plant family does bamboo belong? Grass (accept Poaceae) 

c) What is the family name of the Duke of Bedford? Russell 

2. Families  
a) Which actress played Olivia Walton, matriarch of the Walton family, in the TV series “The 

Waltons”? 
Michael Learned 

b) To which family of mammals does the polecat belong? Weasel (accept Mustelidae) 

c) What is the family name of the Dukes of Devonshire? Cavendish 

 
Spare Questions 
 

1. Who was the only goalkeeper to win the Ballon D’Or? Lev Yashin 

2. The name of which mountain when translated into English can mean “Virgin” or “Maiden”? The Jungfrau 

3. Who in South America lived with his Uncle Pastuzo and Aunt Lucy? Paddington Bear 

 


